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Abstract—As driver assistance systems and autonomous driving are on the rise, radar sensors become a common device for
automobiles. The high sensor density leads to the occurrence of
interference, which decreases the detection capabilities. Here, digital beamforming (DBF) is applied to mitigate such interference.
A DBF system requires a calibration of the different receiving
channels. It is shown how this calibration completely changes
the DBF beam pattern required to cancel interferences, if the
system has no IQ receiver. Afterwards, the application of DBF on
a MIMO (multiple-input-multiple-output) radar is investigated.
It is shown, that only the real aperture and not the virtual one
can be used for interference suppression, leading to wide notches
in the pattern. However, for any target the large virtual aperture
can be exploited, even if interferers are blinded out. Moreover,
the wide notches for interference suppression of the real aperture
appear narrow in the virtual aperture for target localization. The
results are verified by measurements with a time-multiplexing
MIMO radar.
Index Terms—Radar systems, signal processing, radar receivers, automotive radar, beam forming, MIMO.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OR the realization of driver assistance systems and autonomous driving, automobiles get equipped with various
sensors. For higher robustness, a mixture of different sensor
types, like camera, radar, or ultrasonic, is desired. Thus, the
amount of radar sensors used in daily traffic will increase
in future. Likewise, interferences between those sensors will
occur more often. In the scenario in Fig. 1, the side radar
of a truck interferes with the front sensor of a passing car.
Interference can occur even if the truck is not in the field
of view of the car’s sensor. Automotive radars usually transmit frequency ramps with frequency modulated continuous
wave (FMCW) or chirp sequence modulations. Interferences
occur most likely as depicted in Fig. 2(a), where the frequency
ramps transmitted by truck and car have different slopes and
intersect [1]. As long as the truck’s signal passes the receiver
bandwidth of the car’s sensor (dashed lines), interference
occurs. Such interferences increase the noise level and reduce
the probability to detect radar targets [2]. It is also possible that
both sensors transmit frequency ramps with identical slopes,
see Fig. 2(b). In this case, interference can result in a ghost
target, but it is very unlikely that such ramps fall into each
others receiver bandwidths [1], [3].
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There are multiple methods to counteract interferences
in multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) radars. In military
applications, the spatial diversity provided by statistical MIMO
radars can be used for jamming suppression [4]. For collocated MIMO radars, which are under investigation here,
digital beamforming (DBF) algorithms for the suppression of
intentional jamming were derived in [5]. They show good
simulation results with a MIMO radar with 10 transmit and 10
receive elements. Investigations on adaptive digital beamforming for automotive SIMO (single-input-multiple-output) radar
were shown in [6], supported by simulation data. Instead of
using adaptive algorithms, DBF can be realized with beam and
notch steering. Such algorithms place minima and maxima at
chosen angles in the beam pattern and require knowledge of
at least the direction of arrival (DoA) of the interference. One
way to find this DoA is an estimation using the interfered
samples of the time signal as shown in [7]. In our previous
work [8], we investigated notch steering for a SIMO radar. It
turned out that for systems without IQ receiver, interference
cannot be canceled by steering a notch towards its direction
alone. The interference energy is split onto multiple DoAs.
As a chirp sequence radar does not require an IQ receiver,
this issue is further pursued here. As a new contribution of
this paper, analytical equations are derived in Section II, which
describe the DoAs affected by interference energy. It is shown
that certain design parameters take severe influence hereon.
Future automotive radar sensors will most likely be realized
as MIMO systems. Therefore, Section III addresses the application of a MIMO radar system for interference mitigation
with DBF. Orthogonal transmit signals for a MIMO radar are
typically realized by time, frequency or code multiplexing.
This ends up in a large virtual aperture, which improves
angular resolution.
It is shown that an interfering signal does not obey the
virtual aperture. Thus, when beamforming is applied on the
virtual array, it affects interferences only with the real aperture
size, leading to wider notches for interference cancellation. At
the same time, desired signals are affected by the larger virtual

Fig. 1: Typical highway scenario: a car passes a truck. The side
sensor of the truck may cause interference in the car’s front
sensor. The fields of view are indicated in red and green.
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Fig. 2: The frequency ramps transmitted by the sensors of
the vehicles in Fig. 1 can interfere in different ways. (a) The
receiver bandwidth of the car’s sensor limits the interference
duration (dashed lines). (b) A parallel ramp generates a ghost
target only if it falls within the receiver bandwidth.
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Fig. 3: Radar receiver with N independent Rx channels. The
antennas are connected to an Rx-chip with transmission lines
of lengths ln for down conversion and further processing.
aperture and therefore, they experience more narrow notches.
When an interfering signal transmitted by a car is suppressed
with a notch, the desired signals reflected from the car are also
affected. However, those desired signals experience narrower
notches because of the large virtual MIMO aperture. This
reduces the undesired effect of masking targets which are
located in close proximity to interferers.
In Section IV the application of a null steering digital
beamformer to mitigate interference in a 77 GHz TDM MIMO
radar with 2 transmit and 4 receive antennas is shown. The
problems derived earlier in this paper are taken into account
to clearly suppress the interference.
The paper notation handles matrices with bold capital
letters. Frequency signals are written in capital letters, while
time signals and matrix entries are written in small letters.
II. I NTERFERENCE IN A DBF R ADAR WITHOUT IQ MIXER
Application of DBF requires a system with multiple independently sampled channels, like the receiver shown in
Fig. 3. N antennas are connected to an Rx (receiver) chip
with transmission lines of lengths li . The signals are down
converted, filtered, and further processed in the chip. After the

signals are digitized and Fourier transformed, DBF is applied.
Its basic principle is based on the phase difference
∆ϕ = kd sin ϑ

(1)

between two channels with element spacing d, for a signal
with free-space wave number k and incident angle ϑ. The
beamformer uses weights wn to combine the data Sn (f ) of
each channel to the DBF output
SDBF (f ) =

N
X

wn Sn (f ).

(2)

n=1

By choosing appropriate weights, undesired signals can be
suppressed and desired signals amplified, depending on their
DoA. This way, interference from the truck in Fig. 1 can be
mitigated by suppressing the DoA of its sensor. However, if
the car’s receiver does not provide an IQ mixer, additional
requirements must be met for interference suppression, which
are reviewed from [8] for an ideal system. Afterwards, it is
derived how the effect changes in real systems because of the
line lengths ln in Fig. 3.
A. Image frequency problem in an ideal system
In an ideal system, it is assumed that all transmission lines
in Fig. 3 have the same length, so that the phase differences
between the channels obey (1). After down conversion, the
interference signal behaves like a frequency ramp [9]. In time
domain, it can be described as

sint (t) ∝ cos a(t − T0 )2 + b + ∆ϕ .
(3)
The abbreviations a and b are described in detail in [9].
They are determined by the frequency difference and the
zero phases of the two ramps in Fig. 2(a). T0 is the point
in time when the ramps intersect and the down converted
frequency is zero. To simplify the following derivation, T0
is set to zero. It can be seen from Fig. 2(a) that the part
of the down-converted interference signal for t > 0 passes
through the whole baseband filter, and therefore has frequency
components in the whole baseband spectrum. This signal part
is called S+ (f ) and is indicated with a blue dashed rectangle
in Fig. 4. The same is valid for the interference signal S− (f )
for t < 0, shown with the red rectangle. Without IQ mixer, the
frequency components S+ (f ) and S− (f ) cannot be separated;
it is an image frequency problem.
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The image frequency problem is now extended to a real
system. In this case, the transmission lines l1 ...lN in Fig. 3
will not have the same length anymore. A different line length
in the RF path leads to a constant time delay for all signals
on that channel. This causes an additional phase shift ϕerr and
alters (1) to

err

kd si

nϑ

∆ϕ = kd sin ϑ + ϕerr .

Such phase shifts can be determined in a calibration measurement and fixed in the signal processing by multiplication with
exp(−jϕerr ). Fig. 5 shows the phase difference between two
channels as function of sin ϑ. In the ideal system discussed
above, this phase difference is a straight line described by (1),
while in the real system this line is shifted by ϕerr . The
calibration cancels ϕerr and results in the same behavior as
in the ideal case. This leads to (1) and (4) for target signals
and S+ (f ). However, this is not the case for S− (f ) in (5).
Before the array calibration, it is

sin ϑ
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Fig. 5: Comparison of phase differences ∆ϕ of S+ (f ) (blue
dashed curves) and ∆ϕ− of S− (f ) (green curves) between
two channels in a real, an ideal, and a calibrated array.
According to (3), the time-domain interference signal is real
valued and an even function for T0 =0. Thus, we can state that
∗
S+ (f ) = S−
(f ). Depending on the sign of a, we get
S+ (f > 0) ∝ exp(jkd sin ϑ)

(4)

for positive a, and therefore
S− (f > 0) ∝ exp(−jkd sin ϑ) = exp(jkd sin(−ϑ))

(5)

or

∗
S− (f ) = S+
(f ) ∝ exp(−jkd sin ϑ − jϕerr ) .

S− (f ) ∝ exp (jkd sin(−ϑ) − jϕerr ) · exp (−jϕerr )
= exp (jkd sin(−ϑ) − 2jϕerr ) .

for negative a, and therefore
S− (f > 0) ∝ exp(jkd sin ϑ).

(7)

This means, that an interference signal with DoA ϑ also has a
component which belongs to the DoA −ϑ. If a beamformer is
used to cancel interference, it must take into account both
DoAs. It is not sufficient to remove the interference DoA
alone [8]. The further derivations are all done for (4) and (5).
For comparison, Fig. 4 also shows the spectrum of a target
signal, which behaves similarly to a parallel interference, as
depicted in Fig. 2(b). Such a signal has two complex conjugate
frequency components which are separated into the positive
and negative part of the spectrum. Although they are complex
conjugate as S+ (f ) and S− (f ), the limitation to one side of
the spectrum keeps the angle information unambiguous. Fig. 4
also shows how an IQ receiver changes the spectrum of S+ (f )
and S− (f ). In this case, only the real interference DoA affects
the desired signal.

(10)

The phase shift has not been removed, but its value changed
to −2ϕerr . This is shown in the lower part of Fig. 5. By
calibration, the phase progression is not shifted to the ideal
curve, but moved downwards instead.
Thus, in order to remove S− (f ) with DBF, it is not
reasonable to place a notch at −ϑ in a real system. Still,
this interference energy must be taken into account. Consider
the phase difference of S− (f ) between two channels after
calibration:
!

(6)

(9)

After calibration, (9) changes to

∆ϕ− = −kd sin ϑ − 2ϕerr = kd sin ϑ̂.
S+ (f > 0) ∝ exp(−jkd sin ϑ)

(8)

(11)

This phase difference represents an angle ϑ̂ in the calibrated
array:


2ϕerr
.
(12)
ϑ̂ = − arcsin sin ϑ +
kd
As an example, we assume a four-element uniform linear array with element distances of λ/2 and interference
from ϑ = −10◦ . In an ideal system, the beamformer would
have to cancel the DoAs ±10◦ . In a real system operating at
76 GHz, a line length difference of 260 µm between the first
two channels shifts the interference DoA from 10◦ to
ϑ̂ = −13.1◦ ,

(13)

ϑ̂ = −55.7◦ .

(14)

whereby an effective relative permittivity of 2.3 is assumed.
Instead of removing the DoAs ±10◦ , the beamformer must
cancel −10◦ and −13.1◦ . Between the third and fourth channel, we assume a line length difference of 650 µm. Through
the resulting phase difference, the interference appears to have
the DoAs −10◦ and
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in multiple stages. In Fig. 6, the signal component S− (f ) is
considered as complex vectors S1,− (f ) and S2,− (f ) on the
first two channels. When the interference DoA is known, the
phase difference between the channels is found with (10).
With this knowledge, the vector S2,− is rotated through
multiplication with the complex value ŵ2 , resulting in

S1,− (f )

!

(15)

S1,− (f ) + ŵ2 S2,− (f ) = 0.
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ŵ2

The same approach for channels 3 and 4 results in
!

(16)

S3,− (f ) + ŵ4 S4,− (f ) = 0.
Afterwards, S+ (f ) is removed using ŵ3 by
!

(S1,+ (f ) + ŵ2 S2,+ (f )) + ŵ3 (S3,+ (f ) + ŵ4 S4,+ (f )) = 0
(17)
Fig. 6: The phase difference between the interference signal
on two channels is determined by the interference DoA. The
interference signal S2,− (f ) in channel 2 is adjusted with ŵ2
and added to S1,− (f ) for interference cancellation.
ŵN
ŵN-2

Ch N

Amplify
desired DoAs
wN-3

w1

ŵ4
ŵ3

Ch 3

Ch 2

w2 = ŵ2 · w1 ,

(18)

w4 = ŵ4 · ŵ3 · w1 .

(20)

w3 = ŵ3 · w1 ,

w5
Ch 4

This leads to an interference-free signal. Fig. 7 shows the
processing scheme extended for a beamformer with an arbitrary amount of channels. The block combining four channels
for interference cancellation, which was described in (15)
to (17), is repeated multiple times. The outputs are multiplied
with additional weights and summed up to steer the beam
into desired DoAs. Removing a single interference therefore
requires four channels, while this number is doubled for each
additional interference to be removed with the beamformer.
The weights for the beamformer (2) are given as the product
of the factors along the respective paths in Fig. 7, e. g.

ŵ2
Remove S+ (f )

Ch 1
Remove S− (f )
Fig. 7: In a first step, the S− (f ) interference component is
removed. The second step removes S+ (f ). The remaining
degrees of freedom steer beams towards desired DoAs.
The second DoA differs from (13), what makes the application of classical notch steering algorithms difficult. Steering
notches in the beam pattern at −13.1◦ and −55.7◦ will not
remove these interference components, because they do not
obey a classical steering vector.
Instead of using a classical notch steering algorithm, the
channels can be combined pairwise to remove the interference

(19)

III. DBF WITH A MIMO R ADAR
The capabilities of a beamformer are typically limited by
the overall aperture size and the number of available channels. A MIMO radar uses multiple transmitters and multiple
receivers to offer increased aperture size and additional virtual
antenna elements with comparably low hardware effort. The
transmitted signals must be orthogonal, so that the signal path
from each transmitter to each receiver can be distinguished and
processed separately. A large aperture and many independent
channels are beneficial for DBF. Therefore, the applicability
of a MIMO system is investigated here.
Fig. 8 shows a scheme of a MIMO radar with two transmit
and two receive elements. The signal paths from the transmitters to the receivers can be described with a channel matrix
HMIMO . According to [10], with the notation used in this paper,
the entries of the channel matrix obey
hMIMO,m,n ∝ exp(jk(xTx,m + xRx,n ) sin ϑ).

(21)

xTx,m and xRx,n describe the physical locations of the transmit
and receive elements. hMIMO,m,n is the channel matrix entry
for the signal path from transmitter m to receiver n. For a radar
with M transmitters and N receivers, the matrix HMIMO has
M · N entries and describes the phase differences between the
elements of the virtual array. Each target in the radar channel
generates a phase coherent response in the virtual array. So,
based on (21), we can apply DBF.
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Fig. 8: The matrix HMIMO describes the signal paths between
the transmitters and receivers (blue lines) under far-field conditions. The interference channel matrix Hint describes the paths
from an interfering sensor Txint to the receivers (dashed red
lines), which is independent of xTx,m .
The channel matrix Hint in Fig. 8 for interference transmitted by Txint is independent of the locations xTx,m . Thus,
interfering signals do not obey (21), and, for interference
cancellation with DBF, the wide virtual aperture cannot be
used. Similar to (21), the entries of Hint can be described as
hint,m,n ∝ Am · exp (jkxRx,m sin ϑ + jφm ) .

(22)

The amplitude Am and the phase φm include a dependency on
the transmit channel m. This originates from the orthogonality
requirement of the transmit signals and is explained in the
following.
Orthogonal transmit signals are realized with time (TDM),
frequency (FDM), or code (CDM) multiplexing schemes, as
described in [11], [12], [13], [14]. For a TDM MIMO radar,
Fig. 9(a) shows frequency ramps transmitted by two different
transmitters Txk , Txl , and interference through another sensor’s frequency ramps Txint,k , Txint,l . When the ramp repetition
rate of both sensors is not identical, interference in Txk and
Txl occurs at different frequencies. Additionally, after down
conversion, the different zero phases of Txk and Txl will show
up in the baseband interference signal. These effects lead to the
phase shift φm . When interference occurs at different points
in time in the frequency ramps, the window function applied
in signal processing changes Am . It is also possible that the
interference does not occur in each frequency ramp, leading
to Am = 0 for certain m.
Interference in an FDM MIMO radar is also likely to occur
at another part of the frequency ramp for different transmitters,
see Fig. 9(b). This leads to similar effects as in the TDM case.
Because of the described phase and amplitude inconsistencies,
φm and Am , DBF can cancel interference only by steering
notches with the signals of single transmitters. Therefore, the
signals summed up to remove S+ (f ) and S− (f ) in Fig. 7 in
a MIMO array must all belong to the same transmitter. After

(b)

Fig. 9: Interference in different transmit signals Txk and Txl
for (a) TDM and (b) FDM MIMO radars.
interferences are canceled this way, beams towards desired
DoAs are formed with the virtual array.
IV. A PPLICATION OF DBF ON A 2×4 MIMO R ADAR
The described DBF processing is applied on a MIMO radar
with two transmit and four receive channels. It has an 8element virtual aperture with the element positions
d1 = 0

d2 = 1.67λ

d3 = 3.87λ

d4 = 4λ

d5 = 5.67λ

d6 = 6.56λ

d7 = 7.87λ

d8 = 10.56λ

The free-space wavelength λ is 4 mm for the operating frequency of 76 GHz. In a calibration measurement, the phase
differences ∆ϕ between the channels, according to Fig. 5, are
determined. The following phases ϕerr,n in radians are found
for the channels n:
ϕerr,1 = 0

ϕerr,5 = 3.42

ϕerr,2 = 0.96

ϕerr,6 = 4.39

ϕerr,3 = 1.96

ϕerr,7 = 5.40

ϕerr,4 = 1.83

ϕerr,8 = 5.26

The sensor transmits rising frequency ramps with a bandwidth
of 600 MHz. The transmit elements are switched with a time
delay of 50 µs to realize the TDM MIMO operation. In
the measurement setup discussed here, targets are located
at the positions (r1 = 3.8 m, ϑ1 = 31◦ ), (r2 = 5 m, ϑ2 = 14◦ )
and (r3 = 6 m, ϑ3 = 5◦ ), see Fig. 10. The third target is an
interfering radar sensor, which transmits falling frequency
ramps with center frequency 76 GHz and bandwidth 300 MHz
with a single transmit antenna. The other two targets are corner
reflectors. All objects in the radar channel are static, so that
the effect of motion induced phase migration in TDM MIMO
radars ([11], [15]) is avoided. This effect would not reduce the
performance of steering notches, but without a compensation
algorithm it would degrade the beam steering towards desired
DoAs.
Fig. 11 shows the spectrum of an interference-free measurement for a single channel and an interfered measurement after
a non-coherent integration over the 8 virtual channels. Without
interference, the SNIR (signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio)
of the first target is 9.6 dB, of the second target 29 dB,
and of the third target 26.8 dB. Due to the interference, the

Interfered
sensor

ϑ1
r 1,

Target

r 2, ϑ 2

Interfering
sensor
r3 , ϑ3

0◦
Fig. 10: The positions in the measurement setup are
r1 = 3.8 m, ϑ1 = 31◦ , r2 = 5 m, ϑ2 = 14◦ and r3 = 6 m,
ϑ3 = 5◦ .
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Fig. 11: Measurement of the interfered signal after noncoherent integration, the interference-free signal on a single
channel, and the DBF output. The graphs are normalized to
the target at 5 m.
overall noise floor is increased. The SNIR values drop to
1 dB, 17.9 dB, and 14.5 dB, respectively. All SNIR values are
determined by an OS-CFAR (ordered statistics constant false
alarm rate, [16]) algorithm.
At first, the coexistence of S+ (f ) and S− (f ) is verified.
The frequency bins which correspond to distances above 20 m
are free of target reflections, so there is only the interference
signal and noise present. A DoA estimation with the Capon
beamformer [17] is applied on those frequency bins to find
the interference DoA. Only the signals from the first transmit
to all receive elements are evaluated therefore. As shown in
the previous section, the DoA estimation of the interference
cannot benefit from the virtual MIMO aperture.
In Fig. 12(a), the estimation is shown after the array
is calibrated with exp(−jϕerr,n ). The strongest peak occurs
at +5◦ , which is the true interference DoA. Another peak
appears at 16◦ . This result is compared with a simulation.
An interference signal, which obeys (3) and (8), is simulated
for the same array as used in the measurement. The DoA
estimation on the simulation data also shows two strong peaks
at 5◦ and 16◦ . When the simulation is done with a complex
exponential function instead of a cosine in (3), the peak at 16◦
disappears (not shown in the figure). The complex signal

Fig. 12: Comparison of the DoA estimation on simulated
and measurement data. The interference DoA is 5◦ . (a) The
DoA estimation after calibration with exp(−jϕerr,n ) shows the
interference DoA as highest peak, while at 16◦ a high peak is
generated by the falsely calibrated S− (f ). (b) After a complex
conjugate calibration with exp(+jϕerr,n ), S− (f ) is calibrated
correctly. It generates a peak at −5◦ according to (5). The real
interference DoA is not visible anymore, but a peak at −16◦
is formed instead. The plots are normalized to the peak levels
at +16◦ and −16◦ , respectively.
corresponds to using an IQ mixer, and in this case S− (f ) does
not exist. Thus, the peak generated at 16◦ in the measurement
is created by S− (f ). This peak is, both in the simulation and
the measurement, at least 5 dB smaller than that one at 5◦ , so
it does not contain all the energy of S− (f ).
If the calibration is performed with exp(+jϕerr,n ) instead,
the estimation in Fig. 12(b) shows a peak at −5◦ and a peak
at −16◦ . With the complex conjugate calibration coefficients,
S− (f ) is calibrated correctly, this means it follows (5). The
peak at −16◦ is generated by the falsely calibrated S+ (f ). The
simulation behaves likewise; strong peaks occur at the same
angles. The performed DoA estimations satisfy the theoretical
expectations of (4) to (9).
In the next part, digital beamforming is applied to cancel
the interference DoA and amplify signals under the main
direction of sight at 0◦ . The 8 virtual channels are processed
according to (2), where the complex weights wn follow the
scheme depicted in Fig. 7 with N =8. The signals of the first
transmitter correspond to channels 1 to 4, while the signals
of the second transmitter correspond to channels 5 to 8. This
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TABLE I: Comparison of the measured SNIR Values for the
Scenario in Fig. 13.

Gain in dB

0
−20
Ideal
Real
SIMO

−40
−30 −20 −10
0
10
Angle in deg

20

30

Fig. 13: The real DBF pattern including the influence of the
calibration compared to the DBF pattern in an ideal array. Both
patterns are designed to cancel the interference from 5◦ and
focus the DoA 0◦ . The ideal array (all ln =0 in Fig. 3) must
also place a notch at −5◦ , as no IQ mixer is available. For
comparison, the pattern of a 4-element SIMO array is also
shown. It has lower gain and wider peaks than the MIMO
pattern.
leads to the pattern in Fig. 13. It shows a notch towards the
actual interference direction 5◦ , while a maximum appears at
0◦ . Although the main look direction is close to the notch at
5◦ , the virtual aperture is wide enough to steer a maximum
there. For comparison, the similar pattern for an ideal array,
i.e. without the need for any calibration, is shown. It would
require notches at ±5◦ to cancel the interference, what is
a more severe limitation for a sensor’s field of view. The
figure also includes the pattern of the 4-element SIMO (Single
Input, Multiple Output) array for the case of only one active
transmitter. Compared with the MIMO pattern, it has 3 dB
less gain in the 0◦ -direction, as only half the elements are
available. It also shows much wider peaks, i.e. the curve shape
is smoother. This is reasonable, because the MIMO array
offers a higher resolution than the SIMO array. Targets in close
neighborhood can be separated more easily through the MIMO
application.
In the spectrum in Fig. 11, the interference-induced noise
floor is removed by the beamformer to the largest part. The
SNIR values of the targets change to 13.5 dB for the first,
28 dB for the second, and 17.2 dB for the third target. Beneath
suppressing interference, the beamformer even achieves a gain
for the first target compared to the interference-free situation.
The SNIR values for all three cases are summarized in Tab. I.
The target corresponding to the interference is nearly 10 dB
smaller than in the interference-free case, because it is also
affected by the notch at 5◦ . Still, the SNIR values of all
targets are higher after DBF than in the case of non-coherent
integration without interference suppression.
V. C ONCLUSION
If an FMCW or chirp sequence radar receiver is designed
without IQ mixer, a digital beamformer cannot remove interferences by just placing a notch in the beam pattern towards

Target Range

DoA

Interference-free

Interfered

DBF

3.8 m

31◦

9.6 dB

1 dB

13.5 dB

5m

14◦

29 dB

17.9 dB

28 dB

6m

5◦

26.8 dB

14.5 dB

17.2 dB

the interference DoAs. Half of the interference energy is also
spread over other DoAs and must be taken into account as
well. It depends on the particular hardware realization to which
directions this energy corresponds, but this can be determined
with a calibration measurement.
It was shown that in a MIMO system, a beamformer cannot
make use of the virtual aperture to counteract interferences
from other radars. Interference cancellation is possible only
with signals of the sub-arrays generated by single transmitters.
However, the virtual aperture can still be used to steer beams
towards desired directions after interference was canceled.
With knowledge of these circumstances, a beamformer can remove interfering signals and lead to significant improvements
in SNIR. In the measurement shown here with a 76 GHz radar,
a gain in SNIR of up to 12.5 dB could be achieved.
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